Ahstract-This paper presents an intuitive teleoperation scheme to safely operate a wide range of VTOL UAVs by an untrained user in a cluttered environment. This scheme includes a novel force-feedback algorithm that enables the user to feel the texture of the environment. In addition, a novel mapping function is introduced to teleoperate the UAV in an unlimited workspace in position control mode with a joystick which has a limited workspace. An obstacle avoidance strategy is designed to autonomously modify the position set point of the UAV independently of the pilot's commands. The stability analysis of the whole teleoperation loop is provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future generations of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV s) will be capable of executing missions that are too dangerous, too difficult or simply impossible for humans. This is the case, for example, when it is necessary to inspect power lines, buildings, bridges, tunnels, hydraulic dam walls, pipelines, etc. Also, after a natural or industrial disaster, the inspection of the inside of a collapsed house, building or plant, by a small UAV would represent a considerable advantage in terms of time-saving, cost and human risk.
The goal of an efficient teleoperation scheme is to enable an inexperienced human pilot to perform complex and ac curate inspection manoeuvres with a UAV without touching obstacles despite aero logical disturbances.
To this end, several teleoperation schemes have been developed and are classified in [1] depending on the physical quantities (force, velocity, position, etc.) exchanged between the master and the slave systems.
Several strategies to inject force feedback in the user's joystick have been developed to provide the human operator with a sensation of the surrounding obstacles [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . For example, in [9] awareness of obstacles in the UAV environment is rendered to the pilot through changing the stiffness of the joystick. In [4] an artificial force field translates the environmental constraints into force feedback in the user's joystick. In [2] , haptic force feedback is generated based on optical flow measurement data. Vision from onboard cameras is used to close the teleoperation feedback loop in [10] and [11] , for example.
The concept of a virtual slave UAV is introduced in [6] and extended in [8] to multidimensional and underactuated case.
In [8] , the concept of multi-state energy tank is introduced to ensure the passivity property of the teleoperation loop, by associating every action of the slave UAV with an energy expense, made available by the multi-state energy tank.
Only few works have proved the global stability of the teleoperation loop [6] . Input to state stability of the teleop eration loop with respect to bounded or dissipative virtual environment forces is established in [7] based on Lyapunov analysis.
The key contribution of this paper is the design of an intuitive teleoperation scheme to safely operate a wide range of VTOL UAVs by an untrained user in a cluttered envi ronment. This scheme includes 1) a novel force-feedback algorithm that enables the user to feel the texture of the environment, 2) a novel mapping function that allows to teleoperate the UAV in an unlimited workspace in position control mode with a joystick which has a limited workspace, and 3) an obstacle avoidance strategy which modifies the position set point of the UAV, independently of the pilot's commands. Moreover, a stability analysis proves the stability of the complete teleoperation loop made of the subsystems master joystick and slave UAY. Experiments demonstrate the performance of the teleoperation loop using an haptic joystick and a hexacopter UAV equipped with a 2D laser range scanner as input for both obstacle avoidance and haptic rendering.
II. BILATERAL TELEOPERATION SCHEME

A. Architecture of the Teieoperation Loop
The considered bilateral haptic teleoperation scheme, as depicted in Fig. 1 , consists of a fully-actuated 3 DoF haptic joystick (master) and an underactuated VTOL UAV (slave). The user is interfacing the system using the haptic joystick by imposing a force Fh on it.
Joystick-Human loteraction A mapping function translates the position of the end effector of the haptic joystick qm E IR3 into a reference 978-1-4673-5643-5/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEEposltlon for the UAY Xr E ]R3. To avoid obstacles, the mapping function also incorporates the output of the obstacle avoidance algorithm into the computation of the reference position Xr. This reference position is then translated into a dynamically feasible reference trajectory that the position controller of the UAY tracks. In order to give the user some feedback about the operation of the UAY, a force vector Fe is haptically generated on the joystick. The force vector is a function of the surrounding obstacles, the control error, etc., and is described in detail in section II-G. For the modeling of the teleoperation loop, the following notation is introduced. Denote F i the inertial frame chosen as the NED frame (North-East-Down), Fj the frame attached to the base of the master joystick, FS the frame fixed to the slave UAY. In the following, the model of each component of the teleoperation loop will be described.
B. Modeling of the Master Haptic Joystick
The joystick is a fully actuated system which can be described by the Euler-Lagrange equation:
Mm(qm) ii. m + Cm(qm, rlm)rlm + gm(qm) = Fm + Fh + Fe (1) with Mm(qm) the joystick inertia matrix, Cm(qm, rlm) rep resenting the Coriolis and centrifugal effects, gm(qm) the vector of gravitational forces, and Fm the local control force.
For the sake of simplicity, the enclosed parameter(s) of Mm(qm), Cm(qm, rlm) and g(qm) is (are) omitted in the sequel. For later use, let us recall the well-known property Property 1 (see (12] Therefore, as suggested in [13] we focus the control design on the subsystem (2)-(3) using T and Ws as intermediary control inputs.
D. Mapping of the Joystick Workspace to the UAV Workspace
Because of the limited joystick workspace and the unlim ited UAY workspace, recent teleoperation schemes directly map the joystick position to the velocity setpoint of the UAY [7] , [8] . This comes at the cost of not being able to perform precise, position controlled flights as, for example, needed in inspection tasks. We propose a novel mapping function between joystick-and UAY workspace that overcomes this limitation and enables position controlled UAY flights in an arbitrarily large UAY workspace.
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Joystick workspace
UAV workspace In this scheme, as shown in Fig. 2 , the position of the joystick's end effector qm is mapped to a reference position
Xr of the slave UAY using the mapping
J� wm(qm(s)) ds
with Km, Kv being two diagonal, positive-definite scaling matrices. The term Xc is the center of operation in the UAY workspace, around which the user can operate the UAY. While the user is operating the joystick end effector closer than the distance r * to the origin of the joystick workspace, the joystick is within the "position sphere". In this state, the center of operation Xc remains constant since wm(qm) = O. 
E. Trajectory Generator
The implementation of the position controller of the UAY requires a position setpoint up to its second derivative. Since commercially available haptic joysticks only provide position and velocity of the end effector, the acceleration setpoint cannot be computed directly. Instead, we propose a observer to generate the setpoints ir := -kdli:r -kdsatv=aJkp(xr -xr)) (6) with the classical saturation function sat£l. (x) . - Similarly, for the obstacle avoidance, we augment the obstacle velocity V ob using a high gain observer (see [5] ) (7) where V ob is specified in the next subsection. Finally, the UAY 's reference trajectory is expressed as
By assuming that the position error of the UAY remains small, we can work directly on the UAY setpoint as input to the obstacle avoidance scheme. The underlying idea of the obstacle avoidance scheme is to reshape the velocity setpoint of the UAY in a way that it avoids the surrounding obstacles.
For the operation of the obstacle avoidance algorithm, we assume to have a knowledge of the metric distance of the UAY position setpoint Xd to the surrounding obstacles. In this approach, the obstacles are represented using a sparse cloud of obstacle features. The obstacle features can come from a variety of sensors, e.g. measurement data from an onboard laser scanner or the point correspondences of a sparse monocular or stereo vision SLAM algorithm [17] .
As depicted in Fig. 3 , for each obstacle feature that is closer than some distance di < d* from the reference position Xd, a repelling velocity is computed as
where 7]i is the unit vector pointing from the reference position Xd to the obstacle feature. The function X ( di) is a smooth, non-increasing function that approaches infinity for di approaching the radius ru of the UAY. An example of such a function is provided in Section IV-C. The resulting reference obstacle avoidance velocity Vob is computed as the average of all repelling velocities 
This means that the collision of the reference UAV and the wall is avoided. The proof of the property is based on a Lyapunov argument and can be found in [5] .
On the other hand, one ensures that X(d) and, consequently, Vob remains bounded. Besides, one can . also easily deduce from Eq. (11) the boundedness of (J, d and, consequently, of Vob. Then, from Eqs. (7) and (8), one also ensures the boundedness of �ob, Xd and Xd.
As seen from obstacle avoidance algorithm As seen rrom obstacle renderer On the right, the same scenario as seen from the obstacle renderer in the joystick workpsace. The user tries to penetrate the virtual obstacle by setting qm inside the obstacle. The resulting haptic feedback Fob corresponds to a stiff spring between qm and its projected position on the obstacle surface q p .
G. Haptic Rendering
In earlier works on bilateral haptic teleoperation (e.g. [4] , [6] , [7] ), the environment was haptically rendered to the user using a potential wall function. The result was a sluggish and soft sensation of the environment since the user could only feel a gradually increasing force when approaching an obstacle. Therefore, we design a different strategy to give the user the sensation of feeling the rigid environment.
In a first step, a polygonal 3D model is generated from the obstacle features. The vertices of the obstacle model are then mapped into the joystick workspace using the linear mapping (12) with Vw being a vertex of the obstacle model in the world frame and V j the corresponding vertex in the joystick frame.
When the user now penetrates this virtual object with the end effector, a stiff spring pulls the end effector back to the surface. This gives the user the sensation of touching the real environment as if he was located directly on top of the position reference of the UAY. This method is closely related to the god-object rendering method that was proposed in [l8] to give the user of virtual reality simulation a haptic sensation of the virtual rigid objects. We define the obstacle force Fob as
with k > > 1 and qp the projected position of qm on the surface. A graphical representation of the rendering process is displayed in Fig. 3 . For the computation of qp, the reader is referred to [18] .
On top of the obstacle force, we propose to haptically display the position control error as a spring force: (14) Using this spring force, the user can feel the inertia of the UAV when commanding a change in setpoint. In general, all effects that cause a momentary position control error, such as external disturbances, are displayed using this force.
When doing a transition of the joystick's end effector from inside to outside the "position sphere", the user should feel a sensation that resembles the penetration of a membrane using a needle. Therefore, we construct a membrane force Fmem, as depicted in Fig. 4 , with which the user only feels the resistance of the virtual membrane when going outside the sphere but not when entering it back. 
with Al E JR3 x 3 a positive diagonal gain matrix and A2 E JR a positive gain.
B. Control of the Slave UAV
The control law applied to the UAV is designed such that I For the computation of the term r,d of Eq. 19, the trajectory is required up to its third derivative (see e.g. [13] for explanations). Since we do not fly acrobatic manoeuvres, we can neglect this term and therefore only estimate the setpoint up to its second derivative. Otherwise, the first-and second linear observers (7) and (6) can be augmented by one order to enable the generation of the third derivative of the trajectory.
Due to the fact that "( is bounded, it follows that c is bounded and converges exponentially to zero. Consequently, application of Lemma 1 in [16] on Eq. (19) ensures the convergence of Xs and is to zero.
• C.
Stability of the Teleoperation Loop
The stability of the teleoperated system is studied next. First, we show that the master system is input-to-state stable (see [14] ) in the presence of bounded operator force Fh and environment force Fe. Finally, for the free moving systems where the master and slave systems operate in free space, i.e. Fh = 0 and Fe = Fern we show that the joystick's position will be pushed back to the "position sphere" of radius r * and the slave UAV will asymptotically stop. For simplicity, the effect of the membrane force Fmem is neglected in the stability analysis of the free moving systems case. 
In view of (21) and the quadratic form of (20) O. This is independent on the master joystick's dynamics.
From here one deduces that the environment force Fe con verges to zero since Fe = -sat6., (k1Xs). As a consequence, one deduces (as proven previously) that qm and wm(qm)
converge to zero which means that the joystick's end effector converges to the "position sphere" and asymptotically stops. Then, by definition (5) the reference position Xr specified by the joystick also converges to a constant value. Since Xr tends to a constant value, its augmented value xr converges to it. Besides, since Vob = 0 one has �ob = -r;,{Job. This implies the exponential convergence of Vob to zero. From here, using the definition (8) of Xd one deduces that Xd tends to a constant value. Finally, the UAV controller ensures that it will asymptotically stop at Xd.
•
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. System Setup
The teleoperation setup consists of
• The ground station (GS) computer.
• The 3 DoF fully-actuated haptic joystick Novint Falcon.
• The hexacopter UAV platform Flybox by Skybotix.
• The 2D laser range scanner Hokuyo UTM-30LN.
The F1ybox UAV, shown in Fig. 5 , is equipped with a low level (LL) autopilot and a high-level (HL) computer. The LL autopilot controls the UAVs attitude by tracking desired thrust vector Tid from the HL computer. The HL computer interfaces the Hokuyo laser ranger and is an off-the-shelf Atom 1.6 Ghz Single-Core computer running Ubuntu 12.04. The F1ybox hexacopter by Skybotix equipped with a Hokuyo UTM-30LN laser scanner. A mirror, mounted on top of the laser, is used to deflect some rays towards the ground for altitude estimation. The low-level autopilot and the high-level computer are inside the housing.
B. Laser Preprocessing
The onboard 2D laser scanner is used as input to the ob stacle avoidance scheme as well as the haptic rendering loop. Both algorithms require a spatial model of the environment. While there are algorithms available to build 3D models from 2D laser range data, they come with the drawback that they are either not suited for real-time use [20] or only offer a coarse spatial resolution [19] . As a trade-off between speed and spatial resolution, it was decided to generate a 2D environment model by assuming that the environment consists of vertical walls. Using this assumption, the laser range measurements can be projected down from the UAV frame onto the x-y plane in the inertial frame using the attitude information from the onboard IMU.
C. Obstacle Avoidance
The repelling velocity of each obstacle feature in the x-y plane of the inertial frame is computed using Eq. 9. For the derivation of the function X(d), we assume to have a circular UAV with radius T" u 2. We set
erit (22) with Vma x being the maximal allowed translational velocity of the trajectory generator and deri t the distance at which we want the vehicle to stop. The term E is present in (22) to prevent a division by zero. Let us quickly consider the ID case where the UAV is perpendicularly approaching an infinitely long static vertical wall. Since the maximal allowed velocity is VmaX' the UAV will come to a stop at latest at deri t because at this point X( deri t ) = Vma x (see [5] for proof). However, since the UAV is operated in 3D, the average of all repulsive velocities are acting on the UAY. As a consequence, the UAV might get closer to the obstacle than deri t . Therefore, when the d < deri!. we shape X( d) as a hyperbola approaching infinity as d -+ T" u' This ensures that the position reference X r will, under no circumstances, get closer to an obstacle than T"u.
D. Haptic Rendering
The haptic rendering loop runs at 1 kHz to provide the user with a believable haptic sensation. To interface the Novint Falcon haptic joystick, the open source library HAP! by SenseGraphics is used. The library provides an interface where we can set the sum of the force vectors Fe defined by (15) and Fm defined by (16) as input. Note that here the matrix em is set equal to zero for implementation simplicity.
Finally, the total force vector is internally mapped into the corresponding motor torques of the joystick.
The library also provides an implementation of the god object rendering algorithm. Using the projected laser mea surements on the x-y plane in the inertial frame, it is straight forward to generate a polygonal 3D model with vertical surfaces.
E. Control
The LL autopilot developed by the company Skybotix is tracking the defined thrust vector 'Y using Eq. 18. As a consequence, when implementing the position controller, the UAV can be considered a fully-actuated point-mass with 3 DoF force control inputs. This is a valid assumption, as long as the time scale separation between attitude and position controller is ensured. As a rule of thumb, the time constant of the attitude controller should be one magnitude larger than the time constant of the position controller.
Following Eq. 17, we define the thrust vector as
An integral term could be included in the expression. The interested reader is referred to [13] . The control gains are determined via a pole placement procedure performed on the linearized system of System (2) at hovering. Details on the gain-tuning process can be found in [21] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed teleoperation scheme is evaluated via several experiments in an indoor environment. For the stabilization of the UAV position, a Vicon motion tracking system is used. While the position of the UAV could be stabilized using the laser scanner, we use the Vicon system instead, since we want to evaluate the performance of the teleoperation scheme rather than the laser position estimator. . d.
[m] The UAV velocity is estimated from the Vicon position data using a linear observer. The onboard laser scanner is used for both obstacle avoidance and haptic rendering. A video recording of all experiments can be found in [22] .
In a first experiment, we evaluate the performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithm when approaching a vertical wall perpendicularly. The wall is at x = 1 m in the Vicon frame. A ID representation of the experiment is depicted in Fig. 6 .
The experiment starts with the UAV approaching the wall from 4 m. At time t = 5.0 s, the UAV setpoint gets closer than d* to the obstacle. The obstacle avoidance starts injecting a repelling velocity Bob in normal direction of the wall. Then, the translation of the UAV setpoint in direction of the wall comes to a stop at t = 6.5 s at distanc � deri t without any oscillation. Now, the repelling velocity Vob is counteracting the user defined velocity iT' At t = 8.0 s, the user realeases the joystick. The UAV is pushed back to distance d* because of the velocity term {job. Concerning the performance of the position controller, the UAV is able to track the position reference without overshoot. In a second experiment, the performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithm is evaluated when entering a narrow hallway. This is often problematic with potential-wall like obstacle avoidance approaches. A top-down view of the experiment is depicted in Fig. 7 . As the UAV is approaching the wall, the <? bstacle avoid ance starts injecting a repelling velocity Vob in normal direction of the wall. As a consequence, the position setpoint is sliding along the wall until it enters the hallway opening. When the UAV is inside the hallway, it is able to fly at maximal velocity in direction along the hallway. This is due to the fact that the average repelling velocity has no component along the hallway when the UAV is completely in this one. When the end of the hallway is reached, the user releases the joystick. The UAV position setpoint stabilizes at the position sufficiently away from the obstacles. We also evaluate the performance of the obstacle avoid ance algorithm when exposed to moving human obstacles. For space reasons, we omit this experiment in the paper and refer the reader to the video in [22] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a safe teleoperation scheme has been presented for a wide range of VTOL UAVs operated by untrained pilots. A force-feedback algorithm generates a force to a haptic joystick that enables the user to feel the texture of the environment. Although the joystick has a limited workspace, a novel mapping function enables the teleoperation of the UAV in an unlimited workspace in position control mode. The obstacle avoidance strategy presented autonomously modifies the position set point of the UAV independently of the pilot's commands. The stability analysis of the whole teleoperation loop is proven. Real experiments showed the successful teleoperation of a UAV using an haptic joystick and a hexacopter UAV equipped with a 2D laser-range scanner.
